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QUESTION 1

What is the effect of this command? 

%OMNIHOME%\bin\nco_probeeventfactory.cmd -host servername.ibm.com -port 2020 AlertGroup=Netcool
Manager=mttrapd Host=testserver.ibm.com Severity=l 

A. It sends a request to update the remote Probe Rules file with the listed event field values. 

B. It sends a request to update the remote Probe properties file with the listed event field values. 

C. It generates an event with the listed event field values to a probe whose host is testserver.ibm.com. 

D. It generates an event with the listed event field values to a probe whose host is servername.ibm.com. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the purpose of the BufferSize probe property (common to all probes)? 

A. It tells a probe how much memory to allocate for its internal buffers. 

B. It tells a probe the size of the buffer to use when reading alerts from its data source. 

C. It tells a probe the maximum number of alerts to buffer before flushing them to the destination ObjectServer(s). 

D. It tells a probe the maximum number of alerts to have awaiting processing by the rules file. Events received when
thebuffer is full are discarded automatically. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the default Windows path where IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus V7.4 is installed? 

A. C:\IBM\netcool 

B. C:\IBM\Tivoli\netcool 

C. C:\ProgramFiles\IBM\netcool 

D. C:\Program Files\micromuse\netcool 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

The network operation center has two groups of users that use the native desktop One group, OPERATIONS, requires
access to the standard event management tools like acknowledge and delete They also require access to some custom
tools for things like basic troubleshooting (ping and telnet) and ticket creation The second group, NETWORK, requires
access to the same tools used by the OPERATIONS group users In addition, there are a few tools used for advanced
router diagnostics that they use These tools are not to be available to the OPERATIONS group users. To minimize
administration efforts a common desktop menu is used for both groups of users. 

The RouterDiag tool, used by the NETWORK group users, is based on the execution of a shell script called
routerdiag.sh. All of the desktops used by the NETWORK group users have network access to the ObjectServer. There
are no common disks which are network accessible among the OPERATIONS group users. A copy of the routerdiag.sh
file must be stored in which location? 

A. in the alerts .tools table in the ObjectServer 

B. in the master.tools table in the ObjectServer 

C. on every desktop used by NETWORK group users 

D. in the $OMNIHOME/tools directory on the ObjectServer system 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What does an HTTP GET return when run against the /probe/common URI of a running probe that has been configured
for HTTP access? 

A. It returns a dump of the current rules file that the probe is currently running. 

B. It returns the current status information of the probe including version and properties information. 

C. It returns the results of doing a proxied HTTP GET to the device that the probe is monitoring (if applicable). 

D. It returns the current status of the device/service/logfile that the probe is monitoring including a list of current
activealarms. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Which three configuration parameters are set in the 

$NCHOME/omnibus_webgui/etc/datasources/ncwDataSourceDefinitions.xml file? (Choose three.) 

A. datasource filters 

B. timeoutfor query statements 
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C. datasource connection details 

D. HTTP and HTTPS port for the WebGUI 

E. username and password for the datasource(s) 

F. username and password for WebGUI admin user 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 7

Which SQL WHERE clause processes the query most efficiently? 

A. WHERE Summary like`[L1]ink [Dd]own\\'and Severity=3 

B. WHERE Severity=3 and Summary like`Link Down|link down\\' 

C. WHERE Summary like`Link Down|link down\\'and Severity=3 

D. WHERE Severity=3 and (Summary like`link down\\'or Summary like`Link Down\\'); 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Information needs to be logged to an ObjectServer log file each time a trigger fires. Which command would be used in
the trigger to log the specific information? 

A. LOG INTO 

B. WRITE INTO 

C. PRINT INTO 

D. DESCRIBE INTO 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

According to the best practices hardware sizing guide, how many cores should be provisioned for a listening type
probe? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 4 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

When upgrading probes, what does the UPGRADE.SH script do? 

A. It overwrites the probe older versions with the latest versions. 

B. It migrates probes data to the $NCHOME/omni bus/probes/mi grated directory. 

C. It configures the probe files (rules and props) with the latest available information. 

D. It reinstalls the probes and migrates data to the $NCHOME/omni bus/probes/mi grated directory 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

The network operation center has two groups of users that use the native desktop One group, OPERATIONS, requires
access to the standard event management tools like acknowledge and delete. They also require access to some custom
tools for things like basic troubleshooting (ping and telnet) and ticket creation. The second group, NETWORK, requires
access to the same tools used by the OPERATIONS group users. In addition, there are a few tools used for advanced
router diagnostics that they use. These tools are not to be available to the OPERATIONS group users. To minimize
administration efforts a common desktop menu is used for both groups of users. 

The RouterDiag tool, used by NETWORK users, is defined in a menu called DiagTools. The tool is only used for Acme
routers. The Acme routers produce SNMP traps, which are converted to events by the MTTrapd probe. 

Which option limits this tool for use with only Acme routers? 

A. configure the mttrapd.rules file to populate the alerts.status Class column with the value 9999; configure the
RouterDiagtool to limit access to only the 9999 Class 

B. configure the mttrapd.rules file to populate the alerts.status Class column with the value 9999; configure the
DiagToolsmenu to limit access to only the 9999 Class 

C. configure the mttrapd.rules file to populate the alerts.status Group column with the value ACME; configure
theRouterDiag tool to limit access to only the ACME Group 

D. configure the mttrapd.rules file to populate the alerts.status Group column with the value NETWORK; configure
theRouterDiag tool to limit access to only the Network Group 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 12

What is the difference between the hash and tree database index structure? 

A. The hash index can only be used on INTEGER columns. The tree index can be used on any column data type. 
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B. The tree index can only be used on VARCHAR columns. The hash index can be used on any column data type. 

C. The hash index supports equality comparisons in SQL queries. The tree index is an ordered index that stores
columnvalues in a sorted structure. 

D. The hash index is an ordered index that stores column values in a sorted structure. The tree index supports
equalitycomparisons in SQL queries. 

Correct Answer: C 
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